/ɪ/ FRONTING states that /ɪ/ surfaces as [u], a high front lax variant, when preceded by alveopalatals, and therefore it is intrinsically ordered after PALATALIZATION (45) (cf. 245a).

In 233-237e [u], a round back variant of /ɪ/, occurs in each example. It is always preceded by [w], the high round semivowel, or [Cw], segments previously analyzed as labialized velar and postvelar consonants. The central vowel has moved upward and back assimilating to the height and roundness of the preceding [w]. The resulting [u] is [+high] and [+round]. It differs from /u/ by its value for the feature 'tense'. The rule /ɪ/ ROUNDMG has been formulated to account for these occurrences of [u]:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(239)} \\
\text{/ɪ/ ROUNDMG} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{[-low]} \\
\text{[-round]} \\
\text{[+back]}
\end{array} \\
\xrightarrow{+\text{round}} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{[+high]} \\
\text{[+round]} \\
\text{[-tense]}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

/ɪ/ ROUNDMG states that /ɪ/ surfaces as [u], a high back round lax variant, following labialized segments or the high back semivowel.

In 233-237c [t], a high central variant of /ɪ/, occurs in each example. It is always followed by [ŋ] or [ŋg]. As in the two previous cases where /ɪ/ has been seen to assimilate to [t] following alveopalatals and [u] following round segments, this is also a case of assimilation. The body of the tongue is drawn upward in the articulation of [ŋ] and [ŋg]. The preceding central vowel moves upward in anticipation of the tongue configuration necessary for articulating [ŋ] and surfaces as [t]. It remains central as there is nothing about its environment to move it backward or forward. The rule /ɪ/ RAISING has been formulated to account for these occurrences of [t]:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(240)} \\
\text{/ɪ/ RAISING} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{[-low]} \\
\text{[-round]} \\
\text{[+back]}
\end{array} \\
\xrightarrow{[+\text{high}]} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{[-anterior]} \\
\text{[+nasal]} \\
\text{[-round]}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]
\( /\text{+_}\) RAISING states that \( /\text{+_}\) surfaces as \([\text{+_}]\), a high central variant, when preceding a velar nasal or velar nasal obstruent. The following segment is specified \([-\text{round}]\) to block it from applying to the labialized velar nasal and the labialized velar nasal obstruent, which will be seen to cause a preceding \( /\text{+_}\) to surface as \([u]\) (cf. \( /\text{+_}\) REGRESSIVE Rounding (251), which eventually will be ordered before \( /\text{+_}\) RAISING so that the blocking feature may be dropped as in rules 241 and 242).

233-237b have \([\text{+_}]\), a variant of \( /\text{+_}\) that results when the environments generalized for columns a and c (233-237) are combined. 233-237d have \([u]\), a variant of \( /\text{+_}\) that results when the environments generalized for columns c and e (233-237) are combined. When \( /\text{+_}\) is preceded by an alveopalatal and followed by a velar nasal (233-237b) it is raised and fronted. It does not, however, move as far forward as \([\text{+_}]\). It is located on a continuum between \([\text{+_}]\) and \([\text{+_}]\) as it was arrayed in the chart cataloguing the surface manifestations of vowels. When \( /\text{+_}\) is preceded by a round segment and followed by a velar nasal (233-234d) it is raised and rounded (rounding assumes backing here). Again, the variant does not move as far back as \([u]\) and has been represented as \([u]\) lying in between \([\text{+_}]\) and \([u]\). In each case the following velar nasal retards \( /\text{+_}\) from assimilating as completely as when the following environment was neutral (i.e. 233-237a,e). The rule \( /\text{+_}\) FRONTING-RAISING has been formulated to account for \([\text{+_}]\), and the rule \( /\text{+_}\) Rounding-RAISING to account for \([u]\):

\[
(241) \quad /\text{+_}\) FRONTING-RAISING
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{V} & \text{C} & \text{C} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[-low]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+high]} \\
\text{[-round]} & \text{[-back]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-anterior]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-anterior]}
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[+back]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+central]} \\
\text{[+back]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+coronal]} \\
\text{[+coronal]}
\end{array} & \begin{array}{c}
\text{[+nasal]}
\end{array} \\
\text{[+high]}
\end{array}
\]

(242) /ᵣ/ ROUNGING-RAISING

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{[-low]} \\
\text{[-round]} \rightarrow \\
\text{[+back]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[+high]} \\
\text{[+round]} / \text{[+nasal]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{[-anterior]}
\end{array}
\]

All five rules formulated to account for variants of /ᵣ/ can be combined into a single rule that eliminates the necessity of ordering /ᵣ/ FRONTING-RAISING and /ᵣ/ ROUNGING-RAISING before /ᵣ/ FRONTING, /ᵣ/ RAISING, and /ᵣ/ ROUNGING. /ᵣ/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND combines these five rules in a single statement:

(243) /ᵣ/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{V} \\
\text{[-low]} \\
\text{[-round]} \rightarrow \\
\text{[+back]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[+high]} \\
\text{[αback]} / \text{[+nasal]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{[αround]} \rightarrow \\
\text{[+central]}
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\text{C} \\
\text{[-antterior]}
\end{array}
\]

/ᵣ/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND states first that if /ᵣ/ is followed by a velar nasal (PRENASALIZATION (182) is intrinsically ordered before rule 243 and feeds it by transforming /g/ to [ʊg]), it is assigned plus for 'central'. Next, the segment preceding /ᵣ/ is inspected to see if its values for 'round' and 'back' agree, and if its value for 'high' is plus. If so, it assigns /ᵣ/ the α value for 'back'. By specifying the preceding consonant [+high], the rule is blocked from applying when segments like /P/, /T/, /d/ etc. precede /ᵣ/ even though their values for 'round' and 'back' agree. In those cases the second half of the rule applies and produces [ᵣ]. By specifying both 'back' and 'round' with α variable the rule is blocked from applying when unround velars precede /ᵣ/ even though they are [+high]. But by requiring that 'round' and 'back' have the same value in order to block the rule from operating when unround
velars precede /ʃ/, /w/ is blocked, for it also has opposite values for 'round' and 'back'. In this rule it is natural that /w/ and /Cw/ would act as a class; and if we had a feature common to both aside from 'round', it could be substituted for 'back' and then /w/ would not be blocked. Such feature is 'grave' which once was discarded by phonologists, but recently has been reinstated (Hyman, 1973:329-337). Its value is seen in the fact that it allows bilabials and back consonantals to act as a natural class in the same process. Therefore, rule 230 will be restated using 'grave' instead of 'high':

(244) /ʌ/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND'

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
V & +\text{high} & +\text{central} \\
\hline
-\text{low} & \text{ə} & +\text{tense} \\
-\text{round} & -\text{tense} & +\text{grave} \\
+\text{back} & & +\text{high} \\
\end{array}
\]

Unrounded velars are still blocked because they have opposite values for 'round' and 'grave', whereas the structural description requires that they be the same. Derivations 245a-e illustrate /ʌ/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND' operating on strings containing /ʌ/ and producing the variants [t], [t], [ʈ], [ʂ], and [u]:

(245)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>U.F.</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/tʃ/ 'Poʃʃ/</td>
<td>/Pʃ'ytʃ/</td>
<td>/'nɪʃgʃ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALATALIZATION (45)</td>
<td>ʂʃ'Poʃʃ</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRENASALIZATION (182)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>'nɪʃgʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIDENCY (211)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>Pʃ'žiŋʃ</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʌ/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND'</td>
<td>ʂʃ'Poʃʃ</td>
<td>Pʃ'žiŋʃ</td>
<td>'nɪʃgʃ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F.</td>
<td>[ʂʃ'Poʃʃ]</td>
<td>[pə'žiŋʃ]</td>
<td>[nɪŋga]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'snare'</td>
<td>'insect'</td>
<td>'mine'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As indicated earlier, the second group of variants of */t/ we shall consider is [u, o, ʌ, a]. 246-250 illustrate the range of environments in which each variant occurs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(246) ['šugwu?']</td>
<td>['šo'kwu?']</td>
<td>['maga?']</td>
<td>['pana?']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'foot'</td>
<td>'a tree'</td>
<td>'fight'</td>
<td>'a tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(247) [o?nu'wa?]</td>
<td>['ro'qwa?]</td>
<td>['waga?']</td>
<td>['mana']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'aromatic'</td>
<td>'banana'</td>
<td>'flood'</td>
<td>'to'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(248) ['nuŋgwa?]</td>
<td>['ro'qwaŋo?]</td>
<td>['khaŋna]</td>
<td>[nu'yaŋha?moŋa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'shell'</td>
<td>'bandicoot'</td>
<td>'be on'</td>
<td>'to thread'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(249) ['šunu?]</td>
<td>['ro'qwaŋiŋa?]</td>
<td>['ɔaŋa?]</td>
<td>['saŋa?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'custom'</td>
<td>'edible fern'</td>
<td>'different'</td>
<td>'bamboo'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(250) ['šugwu?]</td>
<td>['ɾofo'qwaŋama]</td>
<td>['eŋana]</td>
<td>[n'da?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'eye'</td>
<td>'make barrier'</td>
<td>'it's there'</td>
<td>'brush pile'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In 246-250a [Cw] is always preceded by [u]. The sequences *[aCw]* and *[əw]* never occur in Angave. Even in verb formatives where they are expected, [uCw] and [uw] always occur. For example, ['ɾafŋiŋiŋi'] 'they say (3dl)' is transformed to ['ɾaŋgungwliŋi'] 'we say (1dl)', and it is the added */-w/ '1pl, 1dl' that causes the regressive assimilation of the central vowel preceding [ŋ]. Therefore, when [u] occurs before round segments it is considered a variant of */t/ that anticipates their rounding and height. Recall that */t/ ROUNдин (239) describes round segments causing the */t/ that follows to be raised, rounded, and laxed. In contrast, */t/ REGRESSIVE ROUNдин accounts for those occurrences of [u] that are the result of regressive assimilation to a following round segment.
(251) \[ \begin{array}{c|c|c}
\V & -\text{low} & +\text{high} \\
\/-\text{round} & \rightarrow & +\text{round} \\
+\text{back} & & +\text{tense}
\end{array} \] 

\( /\dagger/ \) REGRESSIVE ROUNGING states that \( /\dagger/ \) is manifested as [u], a tense high back round variant, when preceding the high back semivowel /w/ or a labialized segment /Cw/.

In 246-250c the mid central vowel surfaces as [ʌ], a mid central lax variant, when contiguous to the postvelar segment /k/.

The central vowel moves downward in anticipation of the lowering of the front of the tongue and its retraction to articulate the following segment at the uvular region. The rule \( /\dagger/ \) LOWERING has been formulated to account for these occurrences of [ʌ]:

(252) \[ \begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\V & -\text{low} & -\text{high} & -\text{anterior} \\
\/-\text{round} & \rightarrow & -\text{round} & / \rightarrow -\text{high} \\
+\text{back} & & -\text{tense} & -\text{round}
\end{array} \] 

\( /\dagger/ \) LOWERING is a mirror image rule\(^2\) stating that the non-low central vowel is realized as [ʌ], a lax mid central variant, when contiguous to the postvelar segment /k/.

In 246-250b \( /\dagger/ \) is realized as [o] in an environment which combines the environments described in \( /\dagger/ \) REGRESSIVE ROUNGING (251) and \( /\dagger/ \) LOWERING (252). There is again regressive assimilation to the labialization of the following segment for the surface form is round. This time, however, the variant is not as high as [u]. The postvelar segment, as described in \( /\dagger/ \) LOWERING, would cause the vowel to move downward. There is a tension between the regressive assimilation to labialization (which would raise and round \( /\dagger/ \)) and the lowering before a postvelar. The resulting [o] is a compromise between these two forces. \( /\dagger/ \) has assimilated to the rounding of the following segment, but is neither raised nor lowered, for the forces pushing raising and lowering have negated each other. This analysis is similar to one proposed by Chen
(1974:50) who describes environmental conditioning as analogous to vectors which pulled Lower Mandarin vowels in several directions. He proposes that combinations of environments may reinforce or cancel each other similar to the situation here. The rule /ʌ/ REGRESSIVE MID ROUNding has been formulated to account for these occurrences of [ə]:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & C \\
(253) & -\text{low} & \text{---} & \text{-high} & \text{---} & \text{-anterior} \\
/\text{ʌ}/ \text{ REGRESSIVE MID} & \text{-round} & \text{---} & \text{+round} & \text{---} & \text{-high} \\
\text{ROUNDING} & \text{+back} & \text{---} & \text{+tense} & \text{---} & \text{+round} \\
\end{array}
\]

/\text{ʌ}/ REGRESSIVE MID ROUNding states that /\text{ʌ}/ surfaces as [ə], a mid back round variant, when preceding the round postvelar segment /ʃ/.

248-249d present another situation similar to the tension between processes described by /\text{ʌ}/ REGRESSIVE MID ROUNding. Here again, the surface form of /\text{ʌ}/ is a compromise between processes in tension. As already described (238), alveopalatals preceding /\text{ʌ}/ move it upward and forward; a following non-round postvelar pulls it downward (252). In this case the forces completely cancel each other and [ə] surfaces. The rule /\text{ʌ}/ FRONT CANCEL LOWER has been formulated to account for these occurrences of [ə]:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
V & C & C \\
(254) & -\text{low} & \text{---} & \text{-high} & \text{---} & \text{-anterior} & \text{---} & \text{-anterior} \\
/\text{ʌ}/ \text{ FRONT CANCEL LOWER} & \text{-round} & \text{---} & \text{+tense} & \text{---} & \text{+coronal} & \text{---} & \text{-high} \\
& \text{+back} & \text{---} & \text{-high} & \text{---} & \text{+high} & \text{---} & \text{-round} \\
\end{array}
\]

/\text{ʌ}/ FRONT CANCEL LOWER states that /\text{ʌ}/ surfaces as [ə], a tense mid central variant, when preceded by alveopalatals and followed by the unround postvelar /ʃ/. It is not necessary to formally state rule 254 since it describes /\text{ʌ}/ surfacing as [ə] in just one of the environments of the elsewhere case. It has been included for two reasons. First, it shows the compromise between two competing processes which helps us better understand each of those processes.
And second, it adds credence to rule 253, which accounts for [o] preceding /kʷ/ as a variant of /t/ because they describe similar combinations of processes in tension.

Except for one other environment ([?V?] to be developed later on), 246-250d show that elsewhere /t/ is realized by [a]. Now, that /t/ REGRESSIVE ROUNDDING (251), /t/ LOWERING (252), /t/ REGRESSIVE MID ROUNDDING (253), and /t/ FRONT CANCEL LOWER (254) are related is evident due to overlapping in their structural descriptions. If /t/ LOWERING was not a mirror image rule it could be combined with /t/ REGRESSIVE ROUNDDING and /t/ REGRESSIVE MID ROUNDDING. We must settle for a combination of the second two rules:

\[
(255) \quad V \quad \begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
\text{low} & \alpha \text{high} & C \\
\text{round} & \text{round} & \\
\text{back} & \text{tense} & \text{round}
\end{array}
\]

\[/t/ \text{ REGRESSIVE ROUNDDING-LOWERING}\]

The combined rule states that /t/ surfaces with the same value for 'high' as the following round segment. If the following round segment is [-high] (i.e. /kʷ/), then /t/ surfaces as [o], a non-high round back variant. If the following round segment is [+high] (i.e. /ŋw/, /w/, etc.), /t/ surfaces as [u], a high back round variant. Derivations 256a-d illustrate the operation of /t/ REGRESSIVE ROUNDDING-LOWERING along with /t/ FRONT CANCEL LOWER (254) and /t/ LOWERING (252) in the disjunctive ordering 254, 252, 255.\[22\]

\[
(256) \\
\text{U.F.} \quad /'nɪgʷʃ/ \quad /t'ʃ'kʷa/ \\
\text{/t/ REGRESSIVE ROUNDDING-LOWERING} \quad 'nugwʃ' \quad To'kʷa \\
\text{S.F.} \quad [ 'nʊgʷuʔ] \quad [ɹʊ'ɢwaʔ] \\
\text{'shell'} \quad 'banana'
\]
If */+/* FRONT CANCEL LOWER (254), */+/* LOWERING (252), and */+/* REGRESSIVE ROUNDDING-LOWERING (255) are disjunctively ordered before */+/* FRONT-RAISE-ROUND' (244), then no further blocking features are required in their structural descriptions. This order bleeds away strings containing */+/* that potentially meet the structural description of a later rule whose operation would produce an incorrect surface representation. For example, without the ordering as stated, */+/*g"w/ 'shell' (256a) could meet the structural description of 244, which would incorrectly produce */+/*g"wu/]. By ordering 255 before 244, */+/*g"wu/ is correctly produced and 244 is blocked from applying. If the rules were to remain unordered they would require blocking features that would add considerable complexity and gain little, for (the stated) disjunctive ordering does not promote abstractness any more than blocking features would.

There is one more group of variants manifested by */+/, but since the structural description of the rule that produces them is unlike the other rules that operate on */+/, it need not be ordered in relation to them. This third and final group of variants of */+/ to be discussed is [!e, a, o, o]. 257 and 258 illustrate the environments in which these variants occur:

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
'eaves' 'a bird' 'fire' 'man's name' 'cockatoo'
Each form in 257-258 contains the sequence [V₁V₂?] where [V₁] = [V₂]. There is alternation in verb formatives which indicates that [V₁] is a surface manifestation of /t/. For example, /T6i4/ ['ro̞?ẘlyt] 'you cut (2dl)' is constructed from the verb stem /To-/, and the suffix /-i4/ (the acute accent is glottal closure). The [w] in the surface form is inserted because the stem vowel of the verb is round (cf. SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' (329)). For verb stems like /T4~/ 'talk', the stem vowel surfaces as [i] when this dual formative is suffixed: /T4i4/ ['r̊?4lyt] 'you talk (2dl)'. On the basis of such alternation I have formulated the rule VOWEL COPY:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{V} & \text{V} \\
\text{low} & \text{low} \\
\text{round} & \text{round} \\
\text{back} & \text{back} \\
\end{array}
\]

VOWEL COPY states that /t/ surfaces as a copy of the following vowel when they are only separated by glottal stop. Though motivated by alternation in verbals, its application is extended to nominals even though nominals don't manifest such alternation.

In my first attempts to teach new literates nouns that end with the phonetic sequence [a?ə?], which then I was symbolizing orthographically as *á̃, they read them as [a?ə?] or [a?awə?]. (At the time I was symbolizing [ẘ] as wh, though in the present stage of the orthography it is left unwritten (cf. [ẘ] EPENTHESIS' (342)) so that [a?awə?] is symbolized as áf.) It occurred to me that by extending VOWEL COPY to nominals, [a?ə?] could be written as fá. When I began writing [a?ə?] as fá, I found that new literates read it correctly and did not tend to insert the epenthetic non-round back semivowel [ẘ] in between the vowels. This indicates to me that the Angave perceive the first vowel in the phonetic sequence [a?ə?]
as weaker than the second, otherwise they want to insert a semivowel to break up a sequence of strong vowels (see sec. 4.3.4). We know that the mid central vowel is phonologically the weakest vocalic segment in Angave because it is the surface manifestation of other underlying vocalic segments which have undergone VOWEL REDUCTION (350), and because it functions in both vowel deletion (cf. 352 and 363) and vowel insertion (cf. 225 and 227) rules. Since / симв / is phonologically weak, new literates do not try to insert a semivowel to break up симв. Instead, they apply VOWEL COPY and the first vowel surfaces as [a], a copy of the second vowel, with no tendency to insert an epenthetic semivowel. We have already seen that the mid central vowel is very flexible and that its surface manifestation is influenced frequently by contiguous segments, so it is not surprising that [aʔaʔ] is perceived as /ymbol/. Therefore, on the basis of alternation in the verbals noted earlier, and on the basis of reader reaction, I consider the extension of VOWEL COPY to nominals to be well-motivated. Derivations 260a-e illustrate the application of VOWEL COPY producing the appropriate variants from strings containing /ymbol/.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(260)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F.</td>
<td>/'atfol/</td>
<td>/'plol/</td>
<td>/'wfol/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOWEL COPY</td>
<td>'atol</td>
<td>'plol</td>
<td>'wfol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F.</td>
<td>['aʔoʔoʔ']</td>
<td>['pʔoʔʔ']</td>
<td>['wʔaʔʔ']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'cockatoo'</td>
<td>'eaves'</td>
<td>'light'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F.</td>
<td>/'wfol+o/'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOPHTHONGIZATION' (306)</td>
<td>'wfol'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOWEL COPY</td>
<td>'wfol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(230-232)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F.</td>
<td>['wycʔoʔ']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'man's name'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Having formulated rules which capture the processes relating /ʌ/ to its surface forms, let us now turn our attention to the other central vowel, /a/. This low central vowel can be viewed as surfacing in four variants, [a], [a'], [a̞], and [æ]. 261-264 have a different variant in each column:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>'a''ma'</td>
<td>'warm''yir'</td>
<td>'a''ewa''a'</td>
<td>'aew'er''na'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'man'</td>
<td>'fear'</td>
<td>'report'</td>
<td>'procure (vine)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>262</td>
<td>'pya''a'</td>
<td>'pa不方便'</td>
<td>'a''ewa''a'</td>
<td>'aew'er''na'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'a bamboo'</td>
<td>'a tree'</td>
<td>'barbed arrow'</td>
<td>'he is chewing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>263</td>
<td>[a']'šl'</td>
<td>[a]''a'žl'na</td>
<td>[a]''a'ngw'</td>
<td>[a]''a'ngw'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'grandmother'</td>
<td>'easy'</td>
<td>'full'</td>
<td>'he is digging'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264</td>
<td>[a]''a'</td>
<td>[a]''a'</td>
<td>[a]''a'ngw'</td>
<td>[y'a'ba'n'ngw'w]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'taro'</td>
<td>'liver'</td>
<td>'hornet'</td>
<td>'he will come'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

261-264a are examples of environments in which the surface representation of /a/ matches its underlying representation. In columns b and c, however, /a/ is manifested by the variants [a'] and [a̞]. The [a'] glide is conditioned by the following front semivowel /y/. The [a̞] glide occurs when /a/ is followed by a round segment. That labialized consonants condition /a/ so that it surfaces as [a̞] is seen in idiolect variants such as [l'kwy\'a\'ngw'w] 'mat' and [l'kwy\'a\'ngw'w] 'mat'. In these two variants the one containing [a̞] is also the one containing a following [ŋ]. Either glide may be separated from its conditioning environment by glottal stop (261b,c). FRONT GLIDE INSERTION and BACK GLIDE INSERTION have been formulated to account for these occurrences of [a'] and [a̞]:

(265) FRONT GLIDE INSERTION

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
V & [+high] & [\_] \\
\hline
\_ & [+back] & [\_] \\
\_ & [\_] & [-back] \\
\_ & [\_] & [\_] \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c}
C & [-anterior] & +high & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] \\
\hline
\_ & [+round] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] \\
\_ & [\_] & [-round] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] & [\_] \\
\end{array}
\]
(266) BACK GLIDE INSERTION

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c}
V & +\text{high} & V & +\text{low} \\
\emptyset \longrightarrow & +\text{back} & +\text{back} & (\_\_)? & +\text{round} \\
& & & -\text{round} \\
\end{array}
\]

These two rules inserting glides cannot be collapsed into a single rule linking the inserted vowel's value for 'back' to the following segment's value for 'round' by a variable. The semivowels /y/ and /w/ could be combined in the structural description of a single rule of /w/ and /Cw/ as in 266, but the three conditioning environments cannot be stated in one rule. Derivations 267a-d illustrate FRONT and BACK GLIDE INSERTION operating on strings containing /a/ and producing [aɪ] and [au].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(267)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F.</td>
<td>/Pá'Paɪf/</td>
<td>/ˈwáyf/</td>
<td>/ˈwáwənɪf/</td>
<td>/ˈmaugwɪf/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRONT GLIDE INSERTION</td>
<td>Pá'Paɪf</td>
<td>ˈwáyf</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK GLIDE INSERTION</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>aʊ'wənɪf</td>
<td>'maugwɪf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F.</td>
<td>[pa'pəlɪʔ]</td>
<td>[ˈwəlˈʔɪʔ]</td>
<td>[auʔ'wənəʔ]</td>
<td>[ˈmauɡwɪʔ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a tree'</td>
<td>'fear'</td>
<td>'report'</td>
<td>'full'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another of /a/’s variants is illustrated by 261-263d where [a] surfaces. Each of these is a verb and it is only in verbals that /a/ has the variant [a]. Nominals like /ˈyaŋf/ ['yaŋəʔ] 'gift' and /ˈyaPf/ ['yaɓaʔ] 'lie', where /a/ surfaces as [a] following /y/, are common. Moreover, the [a] variant of /a/ is restricted to a particular subset of verb formatives as 264d indicates. When the suffix /-aTɪ-/ 'continuous action' is suffixed directly to an /ɪ/-stem verb it surfaces as [a ['-ə] (cf. 22-25). The rule /a/ FRONTING, a morphological rule, has been formulated to account for this change:
(268) \[ V^{+low} +back\] \[ V^{+high} -back\] \\
\[ -round\] \[ \underline{vb\ T^+}\] \\
\(\text{/a/ FRONTING}\)

\(\text{/a/ FRONTING states that the low central vowel /a/ is fronted to [æ] when /-aT+/- is suffixed to an /i/-stem verb. The process is assimilatory. The tongue is farther forward in the articulation of [æ] than [a] and thus closer to the front position necessary to articulate the high front vowel. As to why this process should only affect this one verb formative is unclear, but there are several possible explanations. It may reflect a process which has lost ground in Angave leaving this one morphological rule as its last remnant. It could be, however, that it is a new rule which has just entered the language and has only affected this very frequently occurring verb formative. This is not unreasonable in view of /t/ FRONTING (238), which shows that this type of process is currently operating in Angave. Another possibility is that this process is related to MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295); differing from it because the underlying vowels /i+a/ have a sequential surface representation, i.e. [yæ], but similar in that the second vowel gets fronted while remaining low'. Derivations 269a–c illustrate /a/ FRONTING producing [æ] in /i/-stem verbs:

(269) (a) (b) (c)

U.F. /wlaTţfăTţnt/ /klaTţjnt/ /mlaTţnt/
\(\text{/a/ FRONTING}\) wiăTţfăTţnt KlaTţjnt młaTţnt
S.F. [ywăřţj'gaʔaţna] ['kyařţgana] ['myaŋna]
'they procure (vine)'
'I am chewing'
'he is digging'

Speakers of Wiokwa lect have a more general version of /a/ FRONTING than speakers of Angai lect. For them the stem vowel preceding /-aT+/- may be either /i/ or /e/. The following rule, /a/ FRONTING', states the process with this modification to its structural description:25
For Wiokwa and Angai derivations 269a–c are identical. Wiokwa, on the other hand, has some /e/-stem verbs (the initial consonant of the verb stem must be a bilabial) which undergo /a/ FRONTING' and yield the following surface forms:

(271)  
(a)  
U.F. /meaTɨnɨ/  
/a/ FRONTING' meaTɨnɨ  
/e--->[y] myaTɨnɨ  
S.F. ['myaʔnə] 'he is caring for'  
(b)  
/PeaTɨnɨ/  
PeaTɨnɨ  
PyaTɨnɨ  
['pyaʔnə] 'he is dying'

How Angai derives all /e/-stem verbs including 271a,b will be described by MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295). For now, note that 269c and 271a are homophonous in Wiokwa lect.

4.3.3 Back Vowels
The back vowels /u/ and /o/ exhibit no variants as 272–275 indicate:

(a)  
(272) /mʊ/ ['muʔ] 'sauce'  
(273) /'yunf/ ['yũnəʔ] 'kindling'  
(274) /'Tluːf/ ['šuʔtɨʔ] 'a tree'  
(275) /'uTf/ ['uʔəʔ] 'rotten'

(b)  
/oʔKá/ [oʔ'saʔ] 'a bamboo'  
/á'Po/ [aʔ'po] 'father'  
/'Kfɔ/ [kʰɔʔo] 'he'  
/ó'naːf/ [oʔ'naːwɨʔ] 'cockroach'
Observe that all the verb stems (underlined) from 276-278 have [a]. Limiting our initial observations to column a of 276-279, we get

(press cont. 3)

(p) (c) (q) (a)

: [a] and [ə] for /ə/ and /ə/ for /a/. For [ə] and [ə] for [ə] and [ə] for /ə/ and /ə/ for /a/. The sequences /əə/ and /əə/ for /a/ are located in the array of surface manifestations of vowels (220). Morphologically, the array of underlying vowels (218) is the sequence /æə/ and /æə/ for /a/.

4.3.4. Sequences of vowels

Examine next.

Sequences /æə/ and /æə/ for /a/ affect sequences of vowels, and it is these processes which we will

...
whereas 279-281 all have [e]. Let's assume that the underlying representations of these verb stems include /o/ and /e/ respectively. By comparison, the /o/ and /e/ we assumed as stem vowels in 276 through 281 are realized differently in 276-281c. 276-278c have [ɔ] where the infinitive had [o], and 279-281c have [æ] where the infinitive had [ɛ]. [ɔ] and [æ] occur in the verbs with the present continuous formative as a result of a systematic phonological change arising from a certain sequence of segments. The suffix /-aTn4/ (whose underlying form is verifiable from 291, 292, 282-284) is attached directly to a verb stem (cf. column d). An [ɔ] surfaces when /o/ is followed by /a/ (276-278c), and an [æ] surfaces when /e/ is followed by /a/ (279-281c). 282-284c,d show that /t/ stem verbs have [a] in the formation of the present continuous tense. It results from an underlying /a/ following /t/. 285-290a,c have an [ɔ] and [æ] that do not alternate between the infinitival form (cf. column a) and present continuous form (cf. column c). 291-292a have [l] and [u] which alternate with the corresponding semivowels in 291-292c. The alternation is schematized in 293:

(a)  (b)  (c)
(293) /l+a/-→[yæ] /e+a/-→[æ] /ea+a/ = (æ+a)-→[æ]
/u+a/-→[wa] /o+a/-→[ɔ] /oa+a/ = (ɔ+a)-→[ɔ]
/t+a/-→[a]

In 293 only stems with high vowels followed by /a/ (293a) have a sequential surface representation (cf. CLASS CHANGE (26) which accounts for [y] and [w]). Mid stem vowels and following /a/ (293b) surface in a single segment. In each case they coalesce with /a/, maintaining their value for 'back' (horizontal positioning on the vowel chart) and lowering to the height of /a/. Stems with low vowels followed by /a/ (293c) also monophthongize into a single segment. But since they are already low, they cannot be lowered any
further. Instead, the /a/ is simply absorbed. 294 summarizes the lowering of vowels when they coalesce with /a/:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(294) Vowel Coalescence: } & V+a \hspace{2cm} \\
/\text{l}/ & /u/ \\
\hline
/e/ & /i/ & /o/ \\
\downarrow & \downarrow & \downarrow \\
/\text{ea}/ & /\text{a}/ & /\text{oa}/ \\
[\text{x}] & [\text{a}] & [\text{o}]
\end{align*}
\]

293b,c describes a process of merger where the resulting surface manifestation preserves the value for 'back' of the first underlying vowel of a vowel sequence and the value for 'low' of the second. MONOPHTHONGIZATION, a transformational rule, has been formulated to capture this process of vowel coalescence that affects mid and low vowels.26

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(295) MONOPHTHONGIZATION } & \hspace{2cm} \\
\begin{array}{c|c|c|c|c|c}
V & \text{-high} & V & \text{+low} & V & \text{a-back} \\
\text{a-back} & \text{+back} & \text{a-back} & \text{round} & \text{round} & \text{round} & \text{back} & \text{low} & \emptyset \\
\text{round} & \text{-round} & \text{back} & \text{low} & 1 & 2 & 1 & 2
\end{array}
\end{align*}
\]

MONOPHTHONGIZATION states that mid vowels are lowered, maintaining the same values for 'back' and 'round', when they are followed by an /a/ that is elided. It also operates on sequences of already low vocalic segments, vacuously lowering them. In such sequences the rule merely deletes the second segment. Derivations 296a-d illustrate the application of MONOPHTHONGIZATION on verb forms.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(296)} & \hspace{2cm} \text{(a)} & \text{(b)} & \text{(c)} & \text{(d)} \\
\text{U.F. } & /\text{ToaTint/} & /\text{ToaatTint/} & /\text{meaatTint/} & /\text{meaatTint/} \\
\text{MONOPHTHONGIZATION } & \text{TaaTint} & \text{TaatTint} & \text{meaatTint} & \text{meaatTint} \\
\text{MONOPHTHONGIZATION } & \text{-----} & \text{TaatTint} & \text{-----} & \text{meaatTint} \\
\text{S.F. } & [\text{\'far\nna}] & [\text{\'far\nna}] & [\text{\'ma\nna}] & [\text{\'ma\nna}] \\
\text{'he is } & \text{'he is } & \text{'he is } & \text{'he is } \\
\text{chopping'} & \text{removing'} & \text{caring for'} & \text{getting'}
\end{align*}
\]
MONOPHTHONGIZATION applies only once to 296a,c, but twice to 296b,d. In each of the derivations mid vowels coalesce with a following /a/ and are lowered in the first application of the rule. 296b,d then have a low vowel followed by /a/, so the rule operates again and the /a/ is lost, resulting in homophonous forms, i.e. 296a vs. 296b and 296c vs. 296d.

I have extended the sequences /ea/ and /oa/, just illustrated by the formation of the present continuous tense, to all occurrences of [ə] and [ɔ] in non-verbals.27 (see Appendix B for contrasts between vowels and the portmanteaus /ea/ and /oa/). The principle of 'free ride' as articulated by Schane (1974:298) is invoked here in order to prevent a swelling in the inventory of underlying segments. In other words, I take advantage of the process of MONOPHTHONGIZATION which has been motivated by alternation in verb forms, and 297-299 illustrate the extension of /ea/ and /oa/ to nominals:

(a)

(297) /'meaŋf/ ['maŋə']
'cooing'
(298) /'teŋw f/ ['taŋwu']
'saliva'
(299) /ea'wa/ [ə'wa?] 'a sugar cane'

(b)

/ˈkoakf/ ['kʰəŋə']
'a tree'
/wau'moamf/ ['wau'məma']
'a bee'
/ˈtloakf/ ['ʃəŋə']
'a bird'

MONOPHTHONGIZATION was stated so that it would be blocked from operating within forms where a vowel sequence is interrupted by glottal closure. Derivation 300a shows why this restriction is necessary. It shows that MONOPHTHONGIZATION unblocked would produce an incorrect surface representation (the reason for making this explicit will become apparent later). 300b, on the other hand, shows it blocked and yielding the correct surface representation:
(300) (a) (b)
U.F. /'Kfá/ /'Kfá/
MONOPHTHONGIZATION 'Ká -----
VOWEL COPY ----- 'Káá
S.F. *[íka?'] [íka'á?'] 'tree' 'tree'

Alternation in other forms indicates that [ə] and [ɔ] are also the surface manifestations of the sequences /a+/e/ and /a+/o/. Each has been observed in just the kinds of contexts illustrated by 301-305:

(a) (b) (c)
(301) /'da+e/ [n'dæ] /'dámə/ and /e/
'aside' 'over' 'there'
(302) /we'ywa+ene/ [wey'wæne] /we'ywáTnə/ and /'nene/
'we who slept' 'we would sleep' 'we(fem)'
(303) /ámf'ñá+okl/ [a'wa'ma'ñɔgl] /ámf'ñá/ and /'dlokl/ 'you (are) old' 'old' 'you(masc)'
(304) /'Tífŋ+a/ [ˈʃiʔŋə] 'the stone'
(305) /'Kwfná#'okl/ [ˈkwuʔ'nɔgl?] 'fence stake'

In 301-305 the vowels that coalesce do so across a formative or internal word boundary. 302-304 show that the vowel preceding a formative boundary may be terminated by glottal closure. 305 shows that the vowels will coalesce even when separated by an internal word boundary. By reversing the order of the two Vs in MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295), and revising its restriction on intervening glottal closure, 301-305 can be accounted for. The rule MONOPHTHONGIZATION' accounts for these factors:
MONOPHTHONGIZATION' states that when /a/ is followed by a non-high vowel the two will coalesce if there is a formative or internal word boundary between them. If the boundary is a formative boundary, then it may be preceded by a glottal stop (any glottal stops preceding an internal word boundary will be removed by GLOTTAL DELETION (392)). If a glottal stop interrupts the vowels, then a boundary is obligatory, which indicates that glottal stop functions just like a boundary in this rule. If the boundary conditions are met, the vowels coalesce the same way as described by 295. Derivations 307a–c illustrate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(307)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F.</td>
<td>/ˈTfŋaːo/</td>
<td>/ˈKwɒnæ#ʔoːkf/</td>
<td>/wenwaːne/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOTTAL DELETION</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>/ˈKwɒnaʔoːkf/</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOPHTHONGIZATION'</td>
<td>/ˈTfŋa/</td>
<td>/ˈKwɒnæʔeKf/</td>
<td>wenwaːne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F.</td>
<td>[ˈʃɪʔŋa]</td>
<td>[ˈkwuʔ'nuŋaʔ]</td>
<td>[wen'waːne]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'the stone' 'fence stake' 'we who slept'

There is another process of vowel coalescence in Angave which is related to the two monophthongization rules already stated. It occurs in a restricted environment in andante and allegretto styles of speech, and indicates the propensity Angave speakers have for coalescing vowels when the right conditions are met. That the monophthongization of vowel sequences is a function of speed is not surprising. These cases are undoubtedly motivated by the same systematic factors motivating synaersis, cf. 292a, the reduction of complex vowel sequences in syllables to single nuclei. For example, in English the sequence ia (two syllables) goes in rapid styles to
ya in words such as Australia. 308 and 309 illustrate vowels coalescing in rapid speech in Angave:

(a) (b) (c)
(308) /Te#uTŋiŋliŋiŋiŋ/ ['fɛ 'uŋtŋaŋŋaŋaŋa] ['ɾɔŋtŋaŋŋaŋaŋaŋa]
'he said this'
(309) /fɛ#u#Tŋ/ ['ɛξ̩ ˈuyi ˈɾo] ['ɛξ̩ o ˈɾo]
'move, you!' (largo) (andante)

308 and 309 show that an underlying /ɛ/ and /u/, which may be kept distinct by speaking slowly (308-309b), are coalesced in casual speech styles (308-309c). The surfacing [o] maintains /ɛ/’s height and /u/’s backness and roundness. MONOPHTHONGIZATION describes /ɛ/ and /u/ coalescing and resulting in [o]:

(310) MONOPHTHONGIZATION
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>V</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-high</td>
<td>+high</td>
<td>-high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-back</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>+round</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-low</td>
<td>[round]</td>
<td>-low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 2 3 1 2 3 (andante)

Derivation 311 illustrates MONOPHTHONGIZATION producing [o] in casual speech:

(311) U.F. /Te#uTŋiŋliŋiŋiŋ/ (+andante)

MONOPHTHONGIZATION Tŋiŋliŋiŋiŋ
S.F. ['ɾɔŋtŋaŋŋaŋaŋaŋa]
'he said this'

Just as MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295) was found to have a complementary rule which reversed its sequence of vowels, so MONOPHTHONGIZATION" (310) has a complementary rule in which the vowel sequence is reversed. It allows us to give a phonological explanation for alternation in verb paradigms that otherwise would appear to contain cases of suppletion. I first formulate the rule and then explain how it operates:
MONOPHTHONGIZATION'' states that the sequence of vowels /u+e/ coalesces into [o] across a formative boundary. Derivation 313 illustrates its application:

(313) U.F. /P+t+u+e+t/+ (pass + go + down + impv s)

SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' (329) P+ueyt
/+/ DELETION (352) Puet
MONOPHTHONGIZATION''
Poyt
S.F. ['poyt]
'descend past!'

Exactly why 312 should apply to some members of a verb paradigm (i.e. 313), but not others (i.e. /P+ue+n+go+t/+ [pwe'n+gou] 'he will descend past', but /P+uel+ma+n+e+n[+] [po?'+ma?+ana] 'I will descend past') is not clear. It does, however, provide a plausible phonological account of these surface variants. Furthermore, it explains why ['poyt] (313) has an inserted [y] rather than [w] following the final stem vowel of this compound verb form. If SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' (329) operates before MONOPHTHONGIZATION'', then a [y] is inserted because the preceding stem vowel is [-round]. If the rules were applied in the reverse order and /u+e/-->[o] before the semivowel was inserted, then SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' would insert the round semivowel [w] because the preceding vowel would be [+round].

So far in our discussion of phonological processes related to vowel sequences we have seen how underlying sequences of vowels coalesce and surface as a single segment, retaining some features common to each of the underlying vowels. There is another process that operates on Angave verbals breaking up sequences of vowels
rather than fusing them together. We will turn our attention to an examination of this process after taking an inventory of Angave's underlying vowel sequences in order to see the overall pattern that emerges. Consider the vowel sequences arrayed in 314:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
/V1/ & /V1/ & /é1/ & /f1/ & /ó1/ & /eÉ1/ & /a1/ & /oÉ1/ \\
/le/ & /fe/ & /ae/ \\
/leal/ \\
/lea(a)/ & /leá/ \\
/T1/ & /ú1/ & /é1/ & /f1/ & /ó1/ & /eÁ1/ & /á1/ & /oÁ1/ \\
/ta/ & /ú1/ & /é1/ & /f1/ & /ó1/ & /eÁ1/ & /á1/ & /oÁ1/ \\
/lu/ & /ú1/ & /au/ \\
/to/ & /úo/ & /éo/ & /fô/ & /óo/ & /eáo/ & /áo/ & /oáo/ \\
/loa(a)/ \\
/lal/ & /áal/ \\
/lau/ & /áau/ \\
/áae/ \\
\end{array}
\]

314 catalogues all Angave vowel sequences up to three vowels including those that are interrupted by glottal closure. If both \(/V_1V_2/\) and \(/V_1V_2/\) occur (i.e. the only difference is intervening glottal closure), then \(/V_1V_2/\) has been entered in the array to show that both occur. When glottal closure interrupts a sequence of vowels, those vowels are heterosyllabic in both underlying and surface representations (though \(/fV/\) may surface as a single laryngealized vowel in the most casual speech). Other vowel sequences may be tautosyllabic, but not necessarily so (cf. sec. 2.2.3).

Two fairly complete columns and four rows of vowel sequences are arrayed in 314. The decision to analyze palatalization as \(/l/\) (cf. sec. 2.2.1) accounts for the vowel sequences in the first column where the first vowel is \(/l/\). Likewise, the decision to set up vowel sequences permitting \(/a1/\) and \(/au/\) along with the portmanteaus \(/oa/\), \(/ea/\), \(/ao/\), and \(/ae/\) account for many of the
other uninterrupted sequences. The four rows of interrupted sequences are not vowel sequences in surface forms and have not been accounted for (except the column with /fV/, which is accounted for by VOWEL COPY (259)). In the ensuing discussion we will begin by focusing on these interrupted sequences in order to understand the phonological process that maps them onto surface forms.

Consider 315-321:

(a)  
(315) ['ɾaʔanə]  
(316) ['mîʔyuna]  
(317) ['meʔyuna]  
(318) ['mâlʔyuna]  
(319) ['uʔwuna]  
(320) ['ɾoʔwuna]  
(321) ['ɾauʔwuna]  

(b)  
(315) ['ɾuʔwuna]  
(316) ['mîʔwuna]  
(317) ['meʔwuna]  
(318) ['mâlʔwuna]  
(319) ['uʔwuna]  
(320) ['ɾoʔwuna]  
(321) ['ɾauʔwuna]  

(c)  
(315) ['ɾnəʔə]  
(316) ['nə'mîʔə]  
(317) ['nə'meʔə]  
(318) ['nə'mâlʔə]  
(319) ['nə'ɾuə]  
(320) ['nə'ɾoə]  
(321) ['nə'ɾauə]  

'talk'
'dig'
'care for'
'get'
'go'
'cut'
'take out'

(immed past 2s) (immed past 1 pl) (infin)

/ɪ/-stem verbs have been taken as the standard pattern in working with alternation in verbals. Deviations from the patterns observed in /ɪ/-stem verbs can frequently be accounted for by phonological processes. The stem vowel of 315 is /ɪ/ and it surfaces as [ə], a mid central variant in 315a,c. The suffix attached to the verb stem is /-ˈɪnə/. Note that it surfaces as [ʔəna] when attached to an /ɪ/-stem verb (315a). For the rest of the forms in column a such is not the case. Whenever the stem vowel of the verb is front and unround (316-318) ([a'] will be shown to be a variant of /a/), it surfaces as [ʔyuna] with a [y] following glottal stop and preceding the central vowel. Whenever the stem vowel of the verb is back and round (319-321a), it surfaces as [ʔwuna] with a [w] following glottal stop and preceding the central vowel. In each case the variant of /ɪ/ that surfaces is sensitive to the semivowel that is inserted before it. These patterns are not confined to one example, but can be seen throughout verb paradigms. The semivowel is
inserted during the transition of one vowel to another and is probably motivated by pressure to have the optimal syllable pattern of CV in the surface structure (Hooper, 1976:242). The morphological rule SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS has been formulated to account for these predictable occurrences of [y] and [w] in verbals:

\[
\text{SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS } \emptyset \rightarrow \begin{bmatrix}
\text{C} & \text{V} \\
[-\text{consonantal}] & [\text{round}] \\
[+\text{sonorant}] & /\text{back} \ ? \ \text{V} \\
& \text{round} \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS states that in verbals [y] is inserted after glottal stop in the sequence /V_1?V_2/ when /V_1/ is a front unround vowel; and [w] is inserted when /V_1/ is a back round vowel. By specifying both 'back' and 'round' with a variable the rule is blocked from operating when the first vowel is a central vowel. Derivations 323a-d illustrate the application of SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(323)</th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F.</td>
<td>/míñnt/</td>
<td>/Tíñnt/</td>
<td>/úñnt/</td>
<td>/Tóñnt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS</td>
<td>míñnt</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>úñnt</td>
<td>Tóñnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/¿/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND</td>
<td>míñnt</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>úñnt</td>
<td>Tóñnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F.</td>
<td>[ˈmíʔyína]</td>
<td>[ˈɾaʔanə]</td>
<td>[ˈuʔwuna]</td>
<td>[ˈɾoʔwuna]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'you dug'</td>
<td>'you said'</td>
<td>'you went'</td>
<td>'you cut'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS provides a phonological account of the homophony between 319-321a and 319-321b. From a further inspection of these two columns we observe that it is only when the verb stem has a round vowel that homophony results. The formative indicating first person plural and dual is the suffix /-w/, and when it is attached to the verb, it separates the vowels and blocks SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS from applying. Derivations 324a-d show how the homophones arise:
(324) | (a) | (b) | (c) | (d)  
---|---|---|---|---
U.F. | /úwìnt/ | /únt/ | /méwìnt/ | /mént/

SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS  

S.F.  

[ˈu?wunə]  [ˈu?wunə]  [ˈme?wunə]  [ˈme?yənə]  
'we went' 'you went' 'we cared for' 'you cared for'

Looking again at 315-321, note that only in 318 and 321 does the stem vowel of the verb vary. If we extrinsically order MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295) before SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS (322), then the alternation in the stem vowels is explained by phonological processes already well-motivated. For example:

(325) | (a) | (b)  
---|---|---
U.F. | /meánt/ | /Toánt/  
MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295) | m á n t | T ó n t  
SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS (322) | m á y n t | T ó w n t  
VOWEL REDUCTION' (cf. 350) | m á y n t | T á w n t  
FRONT GLIDE INSERTION (265) | m á y n t | -----  
BACK GLIDE INSERTION (266) | ----- | T á w n t  
/ʃ/ FRONT-RAISE-ROUND' (244) | m á y n t | T á w w n t  
S.F. |  

[ˈmáyənə]  [ˈfəwunə]  
'you got' 'you removed'

By ordering MONOPHTHONGIZATION (295) before SEMIVOWEL INSERTION (322), we can further generalize the latter so that it can account for other predictable occurrences of [w] and [y], but ones that do not meet its structural description as presently stated. Consider the underlined semivowels in the surface representations of 326 and 327:

(326) [ˈmí?iyət] 'you dug (dl)'  [ˈmíyət] 'dig (impv s)'
(327) [ˈfòwiyət] 'you cut (dl)'  [ˈfəwun] 'cut (impv s)'

The underlined [y] and [w] in 326 and 327 follow the same insertion pattern observed earlier except that in each of these instances the
vowel sequence is not interrupted by glottal stop. If we had stated SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS without glottal stop in its structural description before ordering the rule after MONOPHTHONGIZATION, then incorrect derivations like 328a,b would have been possible:

\[(328)\]

\(\begin{align*}
\text{U.F.} & : /\text{meaTı́nǐ}/ & /\text{Tı́nǐ}/ \\
\text{SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS} & : \text{meaTı́nǐ} & \text{Tı́nǐ} \\
\text{S.F.} & : *[\text{me'yarınā}] & *[\text{ro'warınā}] \\
& \text{'}he is caring for' & \text{'}he is cutting' \\
\end{align*}\]

Since MONOPHTHONGIZATION has been ordered before SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS, those cases where the latter would incorrectly apply are bled away by producing a single [V]. And, now we can generalize the rule that inserts semivowels and state it so that glottal stop optionally interrupts the vowel sequence to which it applies:

\[(329)\] SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS'

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
0 & C \atop \text{[-consonantal]} & V \\
+\text{sonorant} & \text{[\text{roun}} \atop \text{d}] & \text{[\text{roun}} \atop \text{d]} \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{vb (if first V is low} \\
\text{? is obligatory)}
\end{array}
\]

SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' states that semivowels are inserted to break up /VV/ and /VV/ sequences in verbals. Derivations 330a-d illustrate the application of SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS'. (The reason for the added restriction will become apparent later).

\[(330)\]

\(\begin{align*}
\text{U.F.} & : /\text{mıl}/ & /\text{Tı́l}/ & /\text{mıl}/ & /\text{Tı́}/ \\
\text{SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS'} & : \text{mıl}/ & \text{Tı́l}/ & \text{mıl}/ & \text{Tı́} \\
/\text{t\text{}} & \text{FRONT-RAISE-ROUND'} & \text{mıl}/ & \text{Tı́l}/ & \text{mıl}/ & \text{Tı́} \\
\text{S.F.} & : [*\text{mıl}/] & [*\text{ro\text{}}wı́l}/] & [*\text{mıl}]/ & [*\text{ro\text{}}u] \\
& \text{'}you dug'} & \text{'}you cut' & \text{'}dig!'} & \text{'}cut!' \\
& (dl) & (dl) & (impv) & (impv)
\end{align*}\)
We have seen that SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' accounts for many of the underlying vowel sequences arrayed in 314. 331, a truncated verb paradigm, illustrates those vowel sequences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>c</th>
<th>d</th>
<th>e</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(perfect)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(immediate past)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331</td>
<td>/u-/</td>
<td>/úätči/</td>
<td>/úči/</td>
<td>/úci/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/to-/</td>
<td>/tótči/</td>
<td>/tóči/</td>
<td>/tőči/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/toa-/</td>
<td>/tońči/</td>
<td>/tóči/</td>
<td>/tőči/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/mi-/</td>
<td>/ṁińči/</td>
<td>/mǐči/</td>
<td>/mǐči/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/me-/</td>
<td>/meńči/</td>
<td>/měči/</td>
<td>/měči/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/mea-/</td>
<td>/meañči/</td>
<td>/mėči/</td>
<td>/mėči/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/tə-/</td>
<td>/təńči/</td>
<td>/təči/</td>
<td>/tőči/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(vb stem)</td>
<td>(1s)</td>
<td>(1,2s)</td>
<td>(2,3dl)</td>
<td>(2,3pl)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another process in Angave is similar to that described by SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' and relates to sequences of vowels where the first is a central vowel. I will begin by independently motivating another semivowel insertion rule. Then I will relate it to SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS'. Consider the following nominals and imperative verb forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>332</td>
<td>['aʔwəʔ']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>333</td>
<td>['šaʔwəʔ']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>334</td>
<td>['a'žaʔwəʔ']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>335</td>
<td>[šiʔ'gaʔwəʔ']</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The [w], a non-high round semivowel, in 332-335 occurs only in these two environments: [Caʔwəʔ] in nominals and [Caʔwə] in imperative singular verb forms. By comparing Winoyit and Angailects (cf. sec. 3.3.1) we can see where this [w] came from historically and understand better how it differs from the high round semivowel /w/. Compare the reflexes for Angai and Winoyit in the light of a historical reconstruction.
that does justice to the very limited distribution:

[M] in房租 are should formulate an insertion rule, for
basis of $32-392$ we should formulate an insertion rule on the
vowel sequence in which it occurs (in monomials). Therefore, on the
because its occurrence is predictable from the nature word final
has not yet entered the underlying inventory of segments, however;
ita new and potentially contrastive contrastive segment entered the language. It
labialization was reinterpreted as a non-high round semivowel, and
and so labialization carried the contrast as [M]. This
the phonetic manifestation of the preceding vowel was not an [M]
combinantion of competing environments, when $\star \text{kw}$ was detected as a
as does. Recall from sec. 4.3, that $\text{kw}'$ is a high round glide before glottal stop
condition the insertion of a high round glide before glottal stop
following central vowel as [M] does. Note that further that
[M] does not condition rounding in the
[M] between $327C$ and $39C$ in Angl. It is manifested by $\text{kw}$ ve.
contrast between $327B$ and $39B$ in Wmuyit is manifested by $\text{kw}$ ve.
whereas the
[M] but in $39C$ it is the high round semivowel [M]. Whereas the
$327C$ the reflex of labialization and glottal stop ($326-339C$). In
venters (336-339B). Angl. Speakers have lost the ventor and post-

\begin{align*}
\text{(Angl.)} & \quad \text{(Wmuyit M.)} & \quad \text{Proto-Anglave (E)} \\
\text{M} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} & \quad \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} & # \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} & (339) \\
\text{M} \text{m} \text{m} & \quad \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} & # \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} & (339) \\
\text{M} \text{m} \text{m} & \quad \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} & # \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} & (337) \\
\text{M} \text{m} \text{m} & \quad \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} & # \text{Mm} \text{m} \text{m} \text{m} & (336) \\
\text{(C)} & \quad \text{(q)} & \quad \text{(q)}
\end{align*}
[\mbar] EPENTHESIS states that the sequence /\mabar#/ in nominals is broken up by inserting [\mbar] in between the vowels. This process is certainly related to SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' (329). It inserts a semivowel in the environment where the latter is blocked from operating, that is, when the first vowel in a sequence is 'back' but not 'round'. We might speculate that [\mbar] EPENTHESIS may eventually be conflated with SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS', and thus [\mbar] could begin appearing in verbals in the environments where neither [y] nor [\mbar] can occur. Such an incipient association may be argued for on the basis of 332-335b, which is the only other environment where [\mbar] occurs. Consider derivations 341a,b, which do not undergo [\mbar] EPENTHESIS because they do not meet its structural description, i.e. no glottal stop interrupts the sequence of vowels. If [\mbar] EPENTHESIS can be reformulated to meet the environment in 341a,b, then the surface form of these imperatives can be accounted for:

(341)  

\begin{align*}
\text{(a)} & \quad /\mbox{m\textbar\textbar}/ \\
\text{(b)} & \quad /\mbox{m\textbar\textbar}/ \\
\text{U.F.} & \quad /\mbox{m\textbar\textbar}/ \\
\text{MONOPHTHONGIZATION} & \quad \mbox{m\textbar\textbar} \\
\text{VOWEL REDUCTION'} (\text{cf. 350}) & \quad \mbox{m\textbar\textbar} \\
\text{[\mbar] EPENTHESIS'} (342) & \quad \mbox{m\textbar\textbar} \\
\text{S.F.} & \quad [\mbox{'m\textbar\textbar\textbar}] \\
\text{'}get (it)!' & \quad [\mbox{'m\textbar\textbar\textbar}] \\
\text{'}throw (it)!' &
\end{align*}

SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' does not apply to the output of MONOPHTHONGIZATION in 341,b because it will not insert a semivowel between /VV/ if the first vowel is low and not terminated by glottal closure. Both strings meet the structural description of VOWEL REDUCTION (350) (subsequent to stress assignment) and [\bar{a}] results. The sequence /\mabar/ potentially meets a more generalized version of [\mbar] EPENTHESIS (minus the glottal stop between the vowels). [\mbar] is therefore inserted, and 341a,b are accounted for on the basis of phonological processes. Furthermore, such a revision
of [mb] EPENTHESIS parallels the earlier revision of SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS (322) to SEMIVOWEL EPENTHESIS' (329):

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{C} & \text{V} & \text{V} \\
\hline
[-\text{consonantal}] & [+\text{low}] & [-\text{low}] \\
\hline
\emptyset \rightarrow [+\text{sonorant}] & / +\text{back} & (\text{?)})_{\text{nom, impv}} \\
\hline
[-\text{high}] & [-\text{round}] & [-\text{round}] \\
\end{array}
\]

Another morphological process limited to verbs that was included in the derivation of 341 is a neutralization of contrast between (1) /oa/ and /ea/, and (2) /e/ and /o/. Consider 343-348 and the patterns which emerge:

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(343) /mlPtōt/ /mlma?anə/ /mlniŋt/ /na'miŋa \\
[mlba'ta?owu] [ml'ma?anə] ['ml'yuna] [na'miŋa] dig'

(344) /PluPtōt/ /Pluma?anə/ /Plniŋt/ /na'beŋa \\
[pu'a'ta?owu] [pu'ma?anə] ['pu'wunə] [na'beŋa] pass'

(345) /PePτōt/ /Pema?anə/ /Pniŋt/ /na'beŋa \\
[pəba'ta?owu] [pə'ma?anə] ['pə'yuna] [na'beŋa] 'die'

(346) /IKwoPτōt/ /IKma?anə/ /IKniŋt/ /ni'gwoŋa \\
[lgwo'be'sa?owu] [lgwυ'ma?anə] ['lgwυ'wunə] [ni'gwoŋa] separate'

(347) /eaPτōt/ /eama?anə/ /eāniŋt/ /ni'naŋa \\
[abatstowu] [a'ma?anə] ['a'l'yuna] [ni'naŋa] hit'

(348) /TσoPτōt/ /Tama?anə/ /Tniŋt/ /n'doŋa \\
[fba'ta?owu] [fə'ma?anə] ['fə'wunə] [n'doŋa] 'remove'

(immed fut 3pl) (immed fut 1s) (immed past 1s) (infin)

Notice that among 343-348 /i/ and /u/-stem verbs (343-344) never alternate. /e/ and /o/-stem verbs surface with [e] and [o] (345-346c) and with [a, u] (345-346a,b). /ea/ and /oa/-stem verbs (347-348) surface with [a, a', au] and with [c] and [az]. 349 summarizes the alternation:
Vowel Neutralization

(/l/ /u/)
(/e/ -> /i/ /o/)
(/ea/ -> /a/ /oa/)

This is a process of neutralization of the contrast between non-high vowels in certain environments. Vowel Reduction describes the process with attendant environments as may be determined from the alternation in 343-348:

\[ V \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{[high]} \\
\text{[low]}
\end{array}\rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{[back]} \\
\text{[round]}
\end{array}\rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\text{[-stress]} \\
\text{[CV'CV]}
\end{array}\]

Vowel Reduction states that non-high vowels in verbals reduce to central vowels of the same height when filling a syllable that precedes the stressed syllable by two. In addition, /e/ and /o/ reduce to /i/ when terminated by glottal closure and unstressed, and /oa/ and /ea/ (following the operation of Monophthongization [ɔ] and [ɔ]) reduce to /a/ when terminated by glottal closure and unstressed. Derivations 351a-c illustrate its operation and its ordering relative to Monophthongization (295):

(351)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F.</td>
<td>/PePfTáot/</td>
<td>/Toámfàn/</td>
<td>/mPlPfTáot/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stress assignment</td>
<td>PePf'Táot</td>
<td>Toá'mfan</td>
<td>mPlPf'Táot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONOPHTHONGIZATION</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>Tá'mfan</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOWEL REDUCTION</td>
<td>PíPf'Táot</td>
<td>Tá'mfan</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F.</td>
<td>[pəbə'taʔowu]</td>
<td>[rə'maʔanə]</td>
<td>[mibə'taʔowu]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'they'll die'</td>
<td>'I'll remove'</td>
<td>'they'll harvest'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vowel sequences not yet accounted for in 314 are /iV/, and they only occur within complex forms. Each sequence surfaces minus its first member as /i/ Deletion states:
(352) */+/ DELETION

\[ \begin{array}{c}
v \\
\text{-low} \\
\text{-round} \\
\text{+back}
\end{array} \] ----> Ø / ___ + V

*/+ DELETION states that the mid central vowel is deleted if it is followed by another vowel. */+ (not terminated by glottal closure) only precedes other vowels if there is an intervening formative boundary. Derivations 353a-c illustrate its application:

(353)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.F. /nt+aTnt/</td>
<td>/P+t+u+aTnt/</td>
<td>/ml+eaATntnt/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/+ DELETION naTnt</td>
<td>PuaTnt</td>
<td>meaATntnt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F. ['narna]</td>
<td>['pwarana]</td>
<td>['maruna]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'he is eating' 'he is passing' 'he isn't hitting'

*/+ also deletes between homorganic consonantals. The process that deletes */+ between consonantals feeds another process, and these two processes are the subjects of the final section dealing with */+ and */t/.

4.3.5 The Mid Central Vowel and the Alveolar Non-Nasal Obstruent

Across formative boundaries and across internal word boundaries there is an alternation in some forms involving the manifestation of */+ as 354-357 indicate:

(354)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ma'na'guna] /nt+aTntnt+n+ / [ma'ba'guna] /nt+btTntnt+n+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

'he isn't eating' 'he isn't coming'

(355)

| ['namba'fa] | ['nda'fa] | ['ntd'fa] |

'to come' +andante 'to pick'

(356)

[amana'eta'owo] /am#ntPtao+ / [am'ma'li'nowo] /am#meani+o+ |

'they'll eat somewhere' 'he'll get (it) somewhere'

(357)

[wa'na'mana] /wan#man^32 [wan'ya'gana] /war#gan+ |

'take the greens' 'give me the greens'
Consonants at the same point of articulation are restricted by the
DEFINITION: states that /t/ is deleted when it occurs between

\[ \begin{align*}
\emptyset \rightarrow \text{(point)} \rightarrow +\text{syllabic} \rightarrow \# \rightarrow \text{Round} \rightarrow \text{Round} + \text{Consonantal} \rightarrow \text{Vowel} \rightarrow \text{Consonantal} \rightarrow \text{Round} \rightarrow \text{Back} \rightarrow \text{(point)}
\end{align*} \]

DEFINITION /t/ (363)

...as well as within formantives.

process, it operates across internal word and formantive boundaries
underlying representations. The rule /t/ DEFINITION captures this
homorganic consonantals, geminate consonantals are eliminated from
by writing a general rule to predict the deletion of /t/ between

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{tether,} & \quad /\text{e}\theta\text{r}t\text{h}/ \\
\text{the\ is\ coming,} & \quad /\text{e}\theta\text{m}\text{\i}n\text{g}/ \\
\text{cross\ fitted,} & \quad /\text{f}\text{i}\text{t}/ \\
\text{it\ is\ the\ moon,} & \quad /\text{m}\text{\o}\text{on}/ \\
\text{a\ taro,} & \quad /\text{t}\text{a}\text{r}o/
\end{align*} \]

accounted for. Consider 358-362:

boundaries, then all surfface geminate consonantals in angave can be
observation to include geminate that do not occur across formantive
354-357. It by the pronicples of three riche we extend our
consomantals can be extended beyond the environments illustrated by

The observation that /t/ is deleted between homorganic
[+syllabic]. One [e] surfface between homorganic consonantals (column
is column d, except that the consonant preceding an expected [e] is
representation that corresponds to the underlying central vowel. In
column b, 354-357, however, have no vocalic segment in the surface
undersigned) that corresponds to an underlying central vowel in
354-357 have an [e] occurring between heterorganic consonantals.
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features 'consonantal' and 'round', which have been specified to block the rule from operating if one is a semivowel or labialized consonant. The first consonant then takes on the feature [+syllabic] from the deleted /t/. The feature 'syllabic' is used to mean that the segment it characterizes picks up or preserves the weight allotted to a syllable. It is not necessarily [+voice].

When C₁ surfaces as a stop in the sequence /C₁C₁V/, rather than delete entirely /t/ may surface as a very short transitional vowel. It is marked as a raised schwa in phonetic transcriptions (355c, 360, 362) and is only heard in slow or precise speech. It is probably to be accounted for on the basis of the relative difficulty for stops to be [+syllabic] as opposed to more vowel-like consonants, and thus in slow speech speakers reinsert a transitional vowel in order to make the initial member of the geminate strong enough perceptually to carry the weight of a syllable.

When /t/ DELETION' operates on strings containing the sequence /Tt/, the resulting [ɾ] does not match the phonetic manifestation, for it is no longer flapped. /t/ DELETION' alone is not capable of predicting this change in the manner of articulation of [ɾ]. The minor rule DEFLAP, which automatically operates subsequent to /t/ DELETION', will produce the correct surface manifestation:

\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c|}
 & +coronal & +obstruent \\
C & +nasal & -nasal \\
(364) \text{DEFLAP} & +continuant & \quad \rightarrow [-flap] / \_ \_ C \\
 & +voice & \\
\end{array}
\]

DEFLAP states that [ɾ] no longer flaps when preceding another consonant as happens subsequent to the operation of /t/ DELETION'. 'Flap' has been included among the features necessary to specify oppositions in order to distinguish [ɾ] from [ɾ]. Derivation 365 illustrates the operation of DEFLAP: